Overview
Bonnette Auctions and Louisiana Outdoor Properties are a
nationally-positioned real estate and auction company based in
Louisiana with offices in Alexandria and Cottonport. They have
a team of professional auctioneers, land men, foresters, and
agents who are there to ensure that your property gets SOLD.
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Context & Challenge
Project background
Louisiana Outdoor Properties and Bonnette Auctions wanted an online presence
that connected their two companies together and showed branding relevant to
their level of service.

Problem
Louisiana Outdoor Properties and Bonnette Auctions were 2 completely different
websites but they wanted them to be connected. There was also no consistency
between the two websites that showed the connection or the quality of service
that they provide. The websites were not easy to make changes to and in an ever
changing real estate and auction world - this was a necessity!

Project goals & objectives
The primary goal of this new website project was to create an online presence
for Louisiana Outdoor Properties and Bonnette Auctions that connected the
branding while keeping the separate domains along with a very easy to use
content management system to make edits quickly.
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Process & Insight

Old website
• No connection between the two brands
• Not easy to make changes
• Lack of quality to present the service
they provide

We created new branding that connected Louisiana Outdoor
Properties & Bonnette Auctions, incorporating new colors,
typography, and imagery with easy to use Content Management
System that meet all requirements of the new branding.
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Solution
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Results
Fast Speed Score

Maura and the Ugly Mug Marketing team
were the best to work with! From the very
beginning, everyone was professional,
timely, and amazing to work with.
Our company started with a vision and
Ugly Mug was able to fully execute that.
We are so thankful for the hard work and
dedication they put into our site.
- Lesley Garvin
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